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Three underage
Taylor students
arrested,
consequences
ensue
Student athletes held out
of naia Tournament
Kari Travis

Managing Editor

Senior survey reveals mixed
feelings for graduates
Lexie V. Owen

seniors and 12.6 percent are unsure
what they will do.
Ali Dearborn plans to attend gradraduation can be at uate school. She will leave Taylor
once liberating and with a B.A. in psychology and begin
terrifying. Seniors pursuing a masters in counseling deoften face it with a gree from The Seattle School of Themixture of nostalgia, ology and Psychology, where she
anxiety and thrill.
knows she will be pushed to develop
A survey recently conducted by and mature.
The Echo revealed the general attitude of seniors when it comes Some of those guys
I came in with as a
to graduation.
Jordyn Henson, who will leave Tay- freshman are getting
lor with a B.S. in exercise science, is ready to leave. It’s pretty
reconsidering her original post-com- tough. My closest friends
mencement plans. Instead of pursu- are the guys I was friends
ing a job right away, she has decided with my freshman year.
to take education classes online. She —Alec Davis
is among 67.7 percent of those surveyed who said they were graduating
“Graduating is bittersweet, to say
with mixed feelings.
the least,” Dearborn said. “My four
“It’s somewhat sad and uncertain, years here are unmatched and combut also exciting,” Henson said. “I’ve pletely shaping to who I am. I am
been so blessed by my experience at ready to have completed a degree
Taylor. I’m confident God has even and move onto the next step, but
better things in store after school.”
leaving will be hard.”
For underclassman, it can just
In eight days, the class of 2013 will
say goodbye to Taylor and pursue the as difficult to say goodbye to segoals they’ve been working toward. niors. Alec Davis, though in the peer
Most will begin careers, get married group of the seniors, is only a junior
or start graduate school. For others, by credits and is finding the thought
of the approaching commencement
the future remains unclear.
Forty-eight percent of responders difficult to cope with.
“Some of those guys I came in with
said they plan to work and live away
from home. Graduate school is the as a freshman are getting ready to
next step for 19.7 percent of surveyed leave,” Davis said. “It’s pretty tough.

G

Staff Writer

My closest friends are the guys I was
friends with my freshman year.”
41.7 percent of surveyed seniors
said they would look back on their
Taylor experience with fondness and
miss it greatly while 52.8 percent
said they enjoyed it, but are ready
to move on.
For some seniors, moving on
means beginning life with a spouse.
Steve Wilson will receive a wedding
ring 18 days after he receives his diploma. He and his wife will move
to San Diego for his internship and
then to Michigan in the fall where
he will begin his doctoral program.
“We’ve been ready to be married
for a little while, but we also wanted to both finish our school,” Wilson
said. “Since I knew I was going to be
doing something for the summer in
between Taylor and grad school, it’s
nice to have that out of the way with
the beginning of the summer.”
Wilson claims Taylor’s Christian
Marriage class gave him sound advice for matrimony and his computer science courses provided him
with the knowledge he would need
for grad school.
A majority of students, 51.2 percent, said Taylor has left them well
prepared for life after college.
“Taylor has prepared me because I
took the opportunity to let it prepare
me,” Dearborn said. “Taylor is what
you make it.”

Off-campus
forum brings
discussion on
seniors’ living
arrangements
Erika Norton
Staff Writer

Off-campus housing has been a hot
topic all year, with many soon-tobe seniors still on edge about where
they’re living in the fall. Among
them is junior public and interpersonal communications major Rachel Bartow.
Last Thursday night, Taylor Student Senate held a forum where students voiced their concerns about
off-campus housing and heard from
a panel of faculty involved in Residence Life.
Bartow currently lives in Wolgemuth but will be forced back into
dorm life for her senior year.
Like many of the students who attended the forum, Bartow expressed
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Taylor’s Fairlane Hall will be torn down over the summer, leaving
fewer off-campus apartments for upperclassmen.

that as seniors, they are in a completely different phase of life
than freshman.
“I’m going to be planning a wedding,” Bartow said. “Our stages of life
are so different.”
For those still on the longer-than-usual waiting list, the main
concern is how many more students
will be approved for off-campus housing. The prospects are not hopeful,
according to Director of Residence

Life and Discipleship Steve Morley.
“We still have 25 openings in residence halls ( for incoming freshmen)
before we’re going to approve more
students to move off-campus,” Morley said at the forum. “It is unlikely
any more will be approved.”
Many students are worried they
won’t get the “senior experience”
while living on-campus senior year.
Morley said they are cur rently developing a senior year
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experience program.
“This is something that combines
Senior Seminar, the Calling and Career Office, and the Alumni office
in an effort to help students remain
present at Taylor as an upperclassman while also being prepared to
transition to life after graduation,”
Morley said.
By hearing the students concerns,
Morley feels they learned where Residence Life needs to improve.
“One of the strongest points we took
away was the importance of and need
for further, clear communication,”
Morley said.
Clarifying the Taylor housing philosophy was the first topic addressed
at the forum. Many students said they
were under the impression the housing policy had changed.
“Taylor has always been residential,
so this isn’t a change, but I feel that
we need to take a more proactive approach towards communicating and
getting the message of what it means
to be residential to our students and
families,” Morley said. “The reason
we have students living off-campus is

Seniors launch into difficult job market
Noelle Smith
Contributor

The U.S. Department of Labor released its newest employment statistics on May 4, showing a stagnant
creation of jobs. The unemployment
rate dipped to 7.5 percent from 7.6, the
lowest it has been since December
2008, according to USA Today.
Experts are quick to point out that
the number could be much higher if
underemployment is factored in. The
fact that only 165,000 jobs were created in April was a surprise to many
economists, according to USA Today.
There is a lot of employment

uncertainty in the upcoming year
due to the significant economic impact Obamacare will have on business owners. Because of this, business
owners are waiting to measure the
impact before they continue hiring,
according to Taylor political science
professor Stephen King.
“One of the uncertainties for businesses (is) what is going to happen
when you have the full roll out of the
Affordable Health Care Act,” King said.
“What is it going to look like, when
is that going to happen? Now both
sides of the political aisle are concerned about it.”
As thousands of college seniors

graduate this year, many are realizing how difficult it is to find an adequate job for their desired profession.
Graphic design senior Jared Rauh
will be freelancing this summer with
clients he already knows.
“I have received four calls throughout the semester asking me to work
right away, but since then the position has been filled, simply because
I had to finish my degree,” Rauh said
in an email.
International studies senior
Amanda Stephens will be interning with the youth ministry organization YoungLife next year in
Jasper, Ga. Her job search had many

Three Taylor students were arrested May 4 at 11:40 p.m. in Matthews,
Ind., after being charged with illegal possession and consumption of
alcohol, according to Marshall Troy
Messersmith of the Matthews Police Department.
One of the arrested students
was also charged with possession
of paraphernalia.
The students, a freshman and two
sophomores, were in the company of
several other subjects at a boat ramp
in Matthews, according to Messersmith. Four of those involved in the
incident were athletes on the baseball team and were denied participation in the NAIA National Tournament
Opening Round in Tennessee due
to violation of athletic department
policy and/or team rules, said Angie Fincannon, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics.
The situation is painful for all those
involved, and steps are being taken
in careful consideration for Taylor’s
athletic community, according to Jim
Garringer, director of media relations.
“We are in process here,” Garringer
said. “The people that were involved
in this situation will not be defined
by what they did that evening. The
goal, the wish, the hope and the aim
of all the work that is being done,
has been done and will be done is
for restoration.”
All charged subjects were incarcerated following arrest, where they
remained until able to post bail,
Messersmith said.

specific requirements.
“I was looking in a very limited area:
a one-year kind of opportunity, preferably paid and within traveling distance of friends and family,” Stephens
said in an email.
Stephens wanted a gap year before
starting graduate school to refocus
and recharge.
Many students believe Taylor has
prepared them well to find a job.
“My professors have done an amazing job at training and equipping me
for the world of work,” Rauh said in
an email. “The deadline-based projects we do for class really relate to the
work I will be doing later on.”

because we don’t have enough spaces.”
There are three main factors that
have led to less off-campus approvals
this year: fewer incoming freshman
than projected, the tearing down of
Fairlane and the opening of Breuninger, the new residence hall which
will be used next year.
“What couldn’t be foreseen is where
we are enrollment-wise and that’s
what led to the larger waiting list,”
Morley said.
Later at the forum, Vice President for Student Development Skip
Trudeau discussed how Taylor’s housing philosophy is fundamental to
the university.
“One of the things that keeps Taylor
‘Taylor’ is this residence hall experience,” Trudeau said.
Morley expressed his gratitude to
the Student Senate for organizing a
time to facilitate open communication with students like Bartow.
“It’s been a stressful couple months,”
Bartow said. “We just wanted to let
our piece be known and help them
to realize where we’re at and how bad
we want this.”
The Calling and Career office is a
great resource to help students who
are in the process of searching for a
job or internship.
“I encourage students to do as many
internships as they possibly can, even
if it’s an unpaid internship,” King said.
“Taylor has top students, and those
doors are going to be open to them.”
Asking questions, planning ahead,
making connections and knowing
yourself are key to finding work, Stephens said.
King advised getting a masters degree, because in many professions it
is the basic level of education needed.
It depends on the field, but it could be
worth the investment, he said.

LOCAL

The new facility will offer healthcare from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. seven days a week and will
always have a doctor on-site.
Marion MedExpress
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Boom Town Tea
Celebration series
begins in Gas City
Paula Weinman
Contributor

The Gas City Chamber of Commerce
will kick off its fourth annual Boom
Town Celebration series with its 1892
Boom Town Tea, hosted at the historic Thompson-Ray house in Gas City
tomorrow.
Attendees will have the opportunity to taste and experience traditional Victorian tea. The tea will begin
at 2 p.m., and will feature treats and
sweets from the period, including
a variety of teas, sweet breads and
homemade jam. Anyone interested will also have the opportunity to
learn embroidery.
Local singers will perform nostalgic hits from the period. This is the
third time Gas City will have hosted
a teatime as a part of its Boom Town
celebrations, which will take place
throughout the summer.
The Boom Town 1892 Celebration
is one way the Gas City Chamber of
Commerce seeks to preserve and
commemorate the town’s heyday,
which occurred in the midst of the
relatively short-lived gas boom of the
19th century.
Other events included hot air balloon rides, sideshows and the Boomtown Ball. This year, the Boom Town
celebration will feature vintage
sports, including an old-fashioned
baseball game and old-time golf
tournament.
Of the many traditions the Chamber seeks to uphold, the Boom

Town Tea is easily the most accessible—and one of the more delicious
events of the summer. Boston Tea
Party aside, the traditions of teatime
conversation and teatime treats have
been quietly kept alive in America:
even in Grant County. The Tea will be
a time to revive some of the distinctive features of Victorian teatimes.
“What makes a teatime Victorian
is really the presentation,” said Sue
Wagaman, founder of Aunt Sue’s
Tea House in Marion. “The fine china, the lace, the elegance. It’s very
detail-oriented.”
This particular teatime will be
modeled after the tea parties once
hosted by Mrs. Ray. Accordingly, the
teatime is held in Mrs. Ray’s house.
“(Tea parties) is what the ladies
did in those days. They were kept in
the background,” said Nancy Hoover,
a member of the Chamber of Commerce Board. The tea party will be
decorated according to classic Victorian traditions.
Although teatime has garnered a
reputation for being a typically female pastime, teatime used to be a
universal pastime, Wagaman stated.
In fact, Victorian men (often accompanied by their wives) used to meet
in tea gardens to discuss all manner of academic subjects, including literature, politics and religion,
she continued.
The tea has appealed to a diverse
group of people in past years. Attendees of all ages have visited to be
a part of this special event. Last year,
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Local fire
official
accused
of theft
Former fire chief Stephen
Gorrell now faces 14 felonies
Paula Weinman
Contributor

Photograph provided by BoomTown 1892

The Champion Hilltoppers team poses before the Boom
Town Annual Vintage Baseball games last year.

two little girls (around the age of six,
Holloway estimates) came to the tea
party.
The little girls then practiced their
embroidery in the company of women ten times their age. They plan to
return this year, Holloway said.
All kinds of people can benefit from
taking the time to have a slightly
countercultural teatime celebration,
Wagaman believes.
“It’s soothing. McDonald’s has its
place, but I think people find it relaxing to sit back with a cup of tea,”
Wagaman said.
All are welcome. Space is limited.
Tickets cost $10. Attendees are encouraged to come in Victorian attire.
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Stephen Gorrell was arrested this week.

Former Marion fire chief Stephen
Gorrell was charged with 14 felonies,
including charges of theft, forgery and
official misconduct on May 3. Grant
County prosecutors have accused
him of taking or misusing thousands
of dollars from the public during his
time as chief of the Marion Fire Department, partly by abusing the department’s policy allowing employees
In-depth coverage:
to sell back vacation and sick days.
For more information, call the Grant
County Chamber of Commerce:
Under this policy, employees are to
Photograph provided by Boom Town 1892
765-674-7545.
sell back up to five unused vacation
Previous Boom Town 1892 events
days and two unused sick days. Gorhave included hot air balloon rides.
rell sold back 10 vacation days and
one extra sick day, earning him over
$1,000 in unearned pay, according to
we can fill it there at MedExpress or court records.
call it in to a local pharmacy for you.”
Gorrell reportedly accepted payExisting local healthcare facilities ment for work with the dive team
include the Ambucare Clinic, which for which he was not certified, and
MedExpress Urgent Care
convenient and quick. We’re building be accessible and easily visible. offers many of the same services.
that he did not perform. He is also
Derk doesn’t deny that Marion al- accused of taking fire station applifacility is nearly complete one in Kokomo (as well). There are We took great strides in choosing
other contractors out there building.” the location.”
ready has quality healthcare options ances and installing them in his office
Lexie V. Owen
MedExpress locations in Indiana
The new facility will offer health- and claims the new facility is there to for personal use. Gorrell was arrested
are also being built in Beech Grove, care from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. seven days complement, not compete.
at his home last Thursday, according
Staff Writer
Bloomington, Cumberland, Green- a week and will always have a doc“We really feel we’re adding to the to the Chronicle-Tribune.
The first MedExpress Urgent Care fa- wood, Lafayette, Muncie, Southport tor on-site. It claims high-quality, convenient healthcare options,” Derk
yet affordable care for both injuries said. “We don’t really see it as com- “When public money is involved,
cility in Indiana will open to the pub- and Terre Haute.
it becomes a crime.”
and illness, according to medexpress. petition. We work well with the local
lic on May 22 in Marion.
“I
think
anytime
people
have
An opening ceremony, to which the
com.
healthcare ecosystem. We see our—Phil Loy
choices for their health
public is invited, will take place on
The walk-in facility does not re- selves as the portal of entry of the loTuesday, May 21 from noon to 2 p.m.
The Grant County Superior court
quire appointments and accepts cal healthcare system.”
care, that’s a good thing.”
—Mayor Wayne Seybold
and will include a rope cutting, lunmost insurance plans. It offers medThough it is not an emergency de- judge filed a recusal only a few hours
cheon and raffle.
ical evaluations and screenings, partment, Derk claims many of last after the case was brought to light.
MedExpress is headquartered in
Marion’s MedExpress facility will schools, sports and camp physicals, year’s emergency cases could have The prosecutor’s office has published
Morgantown, W.Va., and has facilities occupy 1134 N. Baldwin Ave. There immunizations and vaccinations, been treated at an urgent care facili- an indictment, but a court date has
in eight states on the east coast.
are also plans to convert the site next stitches and minor surgeries, accord- ty like MedExpress.
not been set.
Jason Scheible, general contrac- door, once a Blockbuster, into a diag- ing to the Indiana Economic Digest.
The Grant County Prosecutor’s of“I think anytime people have choictor of Landau Building Company nostic center, according to the Indi- It also provides X-rays, lab work, IVs es for their health care, that’s a good fice described Gorrell’s misconduct
thing and we don’t have that many as a “pattern of racketeering.” Rackand EKGs.
from Pennsylvania, has been work- ana Economic Digest.
ing on their first Midwest building for
“The location offers a convenient
“We offer the 50 most popular pre- clinics that offer walk in service like eteering is a broad term that covers
two months.
option for the folks in Marion,” said scriptions on sight at the conve- that,” said Marion Mayor Wayne Sey- any number of legal offenses— includ“They’re great places,” Scheible said. Gary Derk, the spokesman for Me- nience of our patients,” Derk said. “If bold. “I think it will be a good thing ing all of Gorrell’s 14 felonious charges,
“Everybody likes them. They’re nice, dExpress. “The location needs to we have that prescription on sight, for the community.”
according to Taylor professor Phil Loy.
“If you were racketeering in the
1920s, you were selling illegal booze,”
Indiana Today
Loy said. “A pattern of racketeering
•
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South Bend
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Investigators said it appeared the
women were bound with ropes and
chains and were subjected to long
psychological and sexual abuse.
3 women found after 10 years
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Ontario, Canada

J-Emily Greenman

(Elementary & Special Ed)
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Ukraine

F-Alex Jackson

(Exercise Science)

Ikawi, Japan

J-Michael Mathioudakis
(Environmental Engineering)

What you might not have
known about the U.S. job
market, out in the open and
under the microscope.
Kari Travis

Managing Editor

I’m about to say one word that will undoubtedly make you flinch.
Economy.
See, there it is. The flinch. Followed
by the grimace.
If you are a graduating senior and
have been job-hunting for the past
few months, (or years, depending on
how much of an ambition-riddled
career climber you are), then you are
undoubtedly aware of your dubious
chances of landing that dream job after you’ve been dished your diploma.
I wish I could say that all the reports are wrong and it’s nothing but
sunny skies ahead.
I can’t.
But wait! Don’t get too downhearted. As is usually the method of this
column, we’re going to drag out the
facts and educate ourselves on important economic factors we should
be aware of before graduation.
Bear with me. We’re going to tackle
the tough stuff first.
The bad news is that employment
rates for college grads between the
ages of 21 and 24 averaged 8.8 percent,
according to the U.S. Department of
Labor. And that’s not even considering the “underemployment rate,” a ridiculous 18.3 percent that counts the
grads who are working part time, and
those who have stopped looking for a
job during the last year.
Before you get too downhearted,
though, I’d like to give you the good
news. The economy has jumped. And
I don’t mean just a bunny hop. I mean
a noticeable leap into the surrounding atmosphere.
In April of this year the economy
added 165,000 jobs. This number exceeded the prediction economists
made earlier in the year by nearly
two percent.

“I want them to know that nothing
that has happened to them will
ever diminish their value and
it should never hold them back
from doing what they want to do.”
—Elizabeth Smart

That may not seem like a significant percentage to you, but in numbers it was a difference of about 25,000
jobs over and above original market
predictions. In other words, it was
enough to make analysts stop and
do a double take.
Don’t get too excited, though. The
largest percentage of jobs added came
from restaurants and bars, a total of
38,000, according to CNN Money. Other big contributors to the employment pool were temporary services at
31,000 jobs and retailers at 29,000 jobs.
Ironically, government careers are
dragging down the economy, cutting
11,000 positions in April.
The overall unemployment rate has
fallen to 7.5 percent. That means 11.7
million people in the U.S. are still currently unemployed. This in comparison to the 4.5 percent unemployment
rate prior to the recession.
In other words, take a deep breath.
It’s not hopeless, but it’s also not a
peachy situation. I guess this isn’t the
most encouraging column ever written, but it might be the most practical. You knew you were heading into
a tough market, but maybe you didn’t
have all the numbers.
Sometimes putting a quantifiable
qualification on the issue can help you
know how to tackle the challenge. In
this case, the economy.
See, you flinched a little less this
time. And that was the goal. Because
even though you might have to work
harder than those from the generation
that entered the workforce a couple of
decades ago, your opportunities are
slowly returning to the light.
And hopefully the trend will continue. That is, provided the U.S. economy
can keep holding steady, and maybe
even gain back more of the 8.7 million
jobs it lost in the financial crisis.

Costa Rica

F- Madison Tomson (History Education)
F- Courtney Selle (History)
F- Lauren Pfeifer (Chemistry)
F- Emily Brydon (Biology Pre-Med)
F- Laura Heath (Finance)
S- Dani Goeke (Biology Pre-Med)
J- Christi Dithrich (3D Art)
J- Stephanie Kestan (Biology Pre-Med)
J- Molly Drooger (Sociology)
J- Anna Mercaldo (Exercise Science)
S-Kristiana Griffith (Psychology)
S-Claire Hadley (Theatre arts)

Nicaragua

Dr. Quinn White

(Women’s XC Coach)

Dominican Republic

J-Christina Peña (Elementary Education)
J-Karon Earley (Elementary Education)
J-Neva Schwartz (Director of Teacher Certification)
S-Abby Gemmel (Spanish Education)
F-Bobby Heon (Finance)
F-Kyle Jackson (Undecided)

3 women found after 10 years
A decade long ordeal ends
with the apprehension of
dangerous kidnapper
Rachel Vachon
Staff Writer

After a scream pierced the air
in a Cleveland neighborhood
Monday night, Charles Ramsey
rushed to find the source, according to CNN. Ramsey helped free
Amanda Berry from the house
next door to she was trying to escape and then helped her call 911.
After 10 years, Berry, her sixyear-old daughter and two other
women were found after disappearing from the Cleveland area,
according to the BBC. Gina DeJesus, who went missing in 2004,
and Michelle Knight, who disappeared in 2002, were rescued
along with Berry, who vanished
in 2003.
Kidnapper Ariel Castro was
charged Wednesday with raping and kidnapping the three
women, which led to Berry’s
daughter, who was born during
her imprisonment, according to
Reuters. His two brothers, Pedro
and Onil Castro, do not appear to
be involved as originally thought.
Investigators said it appeared
the women were bound with
ropes and chains and were subjected to long psychological and
sexual abuse, leading to miscarriages, The Associated Press
said. The women remember being outside twice over the last decade, and in disguise.
“It sounds pretty gruesome,”
said City Councilman Brian
Cummins to the AP, regarding
the conditions the women were
in and how they were treated.
Although no one suspected
Castro in the disappearance of
the women, he had been examined for other incidents before.
After unintentionally leaving
a child on one of the buses he
drove in 2004 and attending a
hearing for negligence of his passengers in 2009, Castro was fired
for showing a lack of judgment
in 2012, according to The New
York Times.
After the women were rescued
and examined at a local hospital
Monday evening, they were reunited with their families, according to the BBC. The three women
were released from the hospital
on Tuesday. None of the women
have spoken publicly about their
captivity, Reuters reported.
Long-term abduction victims Jaycee Duggard, who was

rescued in 2009 after being imprisoned
for 18 years, and Elizabeth Smart, who
was was held captive for 9 months and
released in 2002, offer words of comfort
and understanding to Berry, DeJesus and

Northern
Ireland
(Men’s
Soccer Team)

Rwanda

J-Molly King
(International Studies)

Kenya

J-Lindsay Kennedy
(Pre-Med)

Kenya

J-Stephanie Kerstan

F-Joshua Beachler
J-Ryan Beachler
J-Benjamin Beasley
F-Caleb Bouchier
J-John Tyler Briggs
F-Rocky Byrd
F-Jesse Carmody
F-Kyle Carr
S-Danny Cawley

(Pre-Med)

Knight, CNN reported.
“I want them to know that nothing that
has happened to them will ever diminish
their value and it should never hold them
back from doing what they want to do,”
Smart told CNN.
John D. Ryan, CEO of the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, said

S-Timothy Joseph Daniels
F-Griffin Gardner
J-David Joseph Groves
S-Giovanny Guthro
F-Andrew Leutkehans
J-David Maldonado
S-Timothy Miller
J-Kevin Miller
S-Devin Standford
J-Matthew Poland
F-Joshua Urban
F-Nate West
F-Michael Williams

that long-term abductions are not unusual
anymore, according to CNN.
“To us at the National Center, this is not
something that we find shocking anymore,”
Ryan said. “The fact is, we have seen more
and more long-term missing cases end up
in the victim being rescued many years after their original abduction.”

Move-In
Special!

WAIVED Security Deposit
if you like us on Facebook

Priced per apartment,
not per person

1- Bedroom
575 Sq. Ft.
$400 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

2- Bedroom
680 Sq. Ft.
$500 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

AMENITIES
-

Close to Campus
All Electric
Central Air
Newly Remodeled Bathrooms
Kitchen Appliances Included
Off-Street Parking
Convenient Laundry Facilities

More Info:

AptBlitz.com
765-677-0996

SCIENCE &TECH

When (Euler) was first announced—just the
size of it and all—it was hard to believe that
it was going to happen. The Lord certainly
showed himself faithful through his people.
Celebrating a year in Euler Science
Complex
Designed by Clau Viscarra

TheEchoNews.com

Celebrating a year in Euler Science Complex
Faculty grateful for
expanded opportunity
across departments
David Adams

but also a gathering place for Taylor students.
Bill Toll, dean of the School of Natural
and Applied Sciences (SNAS), is pleased
with the way the building has been used
this year.
S&T Editor
Toll cited the space available for stu“Ritz on the Roof ” Wednesday night dent-faculty research and more advanced
seemed a fitting way to cap the Euler Sci- labs than were previously possible as
ence Complex’s inaugural year. Seniors, specific benefits Euler has extended to
dressed formally, meandered through the SNAS. Several faculty members said
the halls of the atrium eating, listening the same.
to music and mingling with their gradu“The gem of our new lab spaces is
ating classmates. Up top, on Euler’s green the instrumentation lab,” said Daniel
roof, strings of lights illuminated the night Hammond, chair of the Department of
as seniors gazed at campus from Taylor’s Chemistry and Biochemistry. “All of our
most spectacular view.
sophisticated instruments . . . now live in
A year ago, Euler was an unfinished a very bright, spacious lab, specifically deconstruction site. Today, it has become signed with the infrastructure needed to
not only a center of academic excellence support these instruments.”

Hammond listed many students and
classes that use the instruments in the
lab—like environmental chemistry students analyzing water samples or forensic science students identifying a
potentially toxic substance—as examples of the sheer number of new opportunities. Even a student from Ball State
and high school students have come to
take advantage of Euler’s resources.
“It is a good feeling to see our equipment service so many people, not only
in our own department but from many
other departments,” Hammond said.
Such good feeling are not limited to
the third floor, home of the chemistry
and biology departments. Euler’s influence is permeating.
“Psychologically, it has been a tremendous lift for all the profs in the building,”

said Art White, chair of the Computer
Science and Engineering Department.
“We’re starting to get some new ideas
about things that we can do in the space
that we have that we couldn’t do before.
Our new project room is an inviting place
to work—students really appreciate that,
too.”
One of those ideas, which White said
remains unofficial, is a RoboCup team—
in other words, robots that play soccer. A
few years ago, a project of that size would
not have been a possibility.
Euler’s focus on sustainability has also
made the building an interest to the community beyond Taylor. Kassie Jahr, Euler’s
director of facilities and program coordinator, led tours with seventh and eighth
graders from Indianapolis, a Girl Scout
group from Indy and second graders
from West Noble Elementary. The tours
included interactions with science faculty, a CSI-style crime lab and even a paper
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helicopter drop in the atrium.
Although Jahr said educational opportunities like these got started slowly, due
to preparing for the dedication service in
the fall and funding issues for the schools,
Jahr sees them as an opportunity for faculty to work together for the benefit of visiting groups.
“Collaboration makes us all stronger,”
Jahr said. She hopes for more tours and
opportunities to collaborate in the fall.
As SNAS faculty prepare for a busy second year in Euler—including the addition
of the new public health major, new engineering faculty and even new building
residents as the Education Department
moves into the lower level—a sense of
gratefulness remains.
“When (Euler) was first announced—
just the size of it and all—it was hard to
believe that it was going to happen,” White
said, laughing. “The Lord certainly showed
himself faithful through his people.”

Science seniors: prepared to use their skills for global service
Science and Tech writers interviewed
four graduating science students about
their time at Taylor and what their lives
will look like as they head out, ready to
explore the world.

Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

Emily Guebert
Many children want nothing to do with
their parents’ line of work. But senior environmental science major Emily Guebert is following in her father’s footsteps.
“She has an interest similar to mine
with water and sanitation, which she’s
had for a few years,” said Emily’s dad, Michael Guebert, professor of earth and environmental science.
Inspired by the suffering of people in
developing countries who do not have
access to clean water, Emily will be interning at Samaritan’s Purse in North
Carolina, working to develop programs
related to water, sanitation and health.
She will be working behind-the-scenes
to assist with water projects throughout
the world. “I will also have the opportunity to work closely with other colleges
and universities in spreading awareness
of the world water crisis and what we can
do to help.”
One can see Emily’s commitment in
her schoolwork and activities on campus.
“From the very beginning, Taylor has influenced me in so many ways,” Emily said,
citing her wing, Third West Olson, as a
place where she was able to have deep
discussions and make lasting relationships. But Emily does more than just activities on her wing—she is co-director of
Global Outreach cabinet.
“Overall, Taylor has helped me see that
what I do through my ministries, through

Emily Guebert

my classes and in my daily interactions
with students, staff and faculty can have
eternal value, and I need to treat each
part of my day as such,” Emily said.
Emily will return to Taylor next year to
finish her master’s degree in environmental science.

Ben Hayes

He said being able to work with students and seeing the teaching process
was eye-opening. “You get to think like
a professor.”
At the national Experimental Biology conference, Scott presented a project
that he worked on with two chemistry
majors. Scott said he was thrilled to be
Scott Fenstermacher
able to present and listen to other speakWhen he’s not helping faculty with their ers from around the world.
workout routines at the Well, Scott Fens“Scott is an exceptional student . . . . said
termacher is assisting with research and Erik Hayes, professor of physical educapresenting projects. After graduation, tion and human performance. “In all of
Scott will sign up for a few more years this, he maintains a very humble, respectof classes at the University of Delaware, ful and genuine spirit.”
where he hopes to graduate with a docScott said he was thrilled to learn of
torate of physical therapy.
his acceptance to the University of DelaHe said Taylor has helped him find his ware’s program, the second ranked physlove of helping people through one-on- ical therapy program in the nation. “I’m
one experiences with professors, clients excited to see how all my hard work has
and other researchers.
paid off. . . . ” he said. “One day, I’d like to
Scott recommends exercise science have my own practice.”
students work with Taylor’s student
trainer program, which provides exercise
Kyle Carruthers
training to community members and facCopy Editor/Staff Writer
ulty. “This has been a great experience, being able to work with a client, developing Ben Hayes
their goals, what they like about exercise Unlike many pre-med students who will
and actually being able to create an exer- move on to med school after graduation,
senior chemistry major Ben Hayes will
cise program for them,” Scott said.
Scott has also worked as a lab assistant spend his first post-grad year in Africa.
for Brian Dewar, professor of anatomy. There he will assist doctors at the Pioneer

Ashley Crutcher

Christian Hospital in the Republic of the
Congo as part of a medical mission.
“I’ve been considering for some time
taking a gap-year before pursuing further
education,” Ben said. “I wanted this break
from academia to be spent serving overseas in some practical capacity, while gaining medical field experience in the process.
This opportunity seemed to fulfill both.”
Ben received the opportunity through
Global Outreach Mission and will be working with medical missionary Dr. Joseph
Harvey.
“I met Dr. Harvey at the Global Health
Missions Conference last year in Louisville.
After a few long discussions with him, we
both felt that I should consider a shortterm missions opportunity in the Congo,”
Ben said.
The trip will cost approximately $10,000
to cover expenses such as the plane ticket,
health insurance, lodging and food. Professor of Chemistry LeRoy Kroll helped Ben
in through a fundraiser which raised over
$2,500.
“Three of Ben’s good friends, Mandy Hall,
Megan Kiel and Olivia Auell helped my
wife and me to create and serve around
40 people an elaborate Italian dinner,” Kroll said. The fundraiser was hosted at the
Gray Barn. Donations were accepted outside of the dinner as well.

Scott Fenstermacher

“Ben’s main concern at this time is to
keep raising the remaining funds, since
the main cost of the trip, his airfare, keeps
rising. It was over $4000 the last time that I
heard. Ben will be working at TU this summer to raise some of the money himself,”
Kroll said.
Ben plans to depart in early December and will serve in Africa for nine to
12 months.

Alex Mellen
Copy Editor

Ashley Crutcher
Computer science senior Ashley Crutcher has always loved computers. At Taylor,
she learned how to make them her mission field.
Since childhood, she has been fascinated by computers and programs. “I wanted to know how (computers) worked, I
wanted to know how things got on the
screen,” she said. By interacting with her
favorite websites, especially MySpace, she
learned about the HTML and CSS code behind them.
“I didn’t even know that what I was
messing with was HTML and CSS,” Ashley said. “I didn’t even know those were
the terms. I just knew I needed to type
these things and stuff would happen.”
Told computer science
was the major for her, Ashley enrolled at Taylor, knowing little more than she had
found a subject she enjoyed.
But she was determined to
do well.
“The thing that struck me
about Ashley as a freshman
was how mature she was,”
said computer science professor Stefan Brandle. “(She)
has been characterized
by excellence.”
Since then, Ashley has
learned how to grow her
“digital creativity” in design,
part of her new media emphasis. Her favorite part is
helping people use computers easily and effectively.
She will also be helping
people learn about God
through her programming.
On June 3, Ashley will begin
work at Global Media Outreach, a ministry providing
resources to people who are
searching for answers online.
“There are people who are
literally Googling “Who is Jesus?” “Who is God?” and the
Church isn’t on the Internet,”
Ashley said. Her excitement
for using programming to
evangelize is clear.
“I came to Taylor with the
expectation that I would
learn to write cool software,
then join a business and
make lots of money, and
now my goal is to see what I
can use my skills for for God.”
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

LIFE & TIMES

See what some early grads have been up to in
the past four months.
December departure: early graduates

Designed by Sam Stone
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December departure: early graduates

Elle Wightman

Erik Soloman

Joni Stafford

Major: Music Education

Major: Biblical Literature

Where have you been: Since December, I have been living at home
and working a myriad of jobs. It has
ranged from teaching musical theatre, photography and office work.
I also utilized that time to apply to
several international schools for the
Fall.

Where have you been: I have been
working in the admissions office at
Taylor as the Coordinator of Latino
Student Recruitment.

Major: Business M arketing & Major: Psychology
Management

Where are you going: I have accepted a position in Arusha, Tanzania, teaching elementary music at
an International, British curriculum
school. I have signed a two year contract and couldn’t be more thrilled!
I will be moving there this August.
Best/worst part: I definitely was not
prepared for how difficult graduating early would be—while most of
my friends were still at Taylor, I was
at home trying to reconnect with
friends and make new ones. I felt a
little out of the loop (no pun intended), however, I have been able to use
this time to think about the future,
apply for jobs, save money and be
with family.

Where are you going:I would love
to be a pastor in the inner city of Chicago, Ill. or Miami, Fla. after I have
pursued my (Masters of Divinity).
Best/worst part: Best/worst part: I
saved a lot of money, but I did end
up missing out on a few experiences that my friends graduating in May
have had (however, that is only a
problem because I am still at Taylor
and around them).

Where have you been: I live in Tipton
and have been working at First Farmers
Bank and Trust as a media development
specialist. I recently bought a house and
have been completely updating for the
past four months.

Haley Whiteside

Ronnie Willmarth
Major: Media Communication

Where have you been: I moved to
Indianapolis to pursue a career in
Human Resources.

Where are you going: I am the
Human Resources Coordinator for
Project Lead the Way. PLTW is an
organization which develops and
Where are you going: I plan to contin- implements science, technoloue to work at the bank and work my way gy, engineering, and math (wideup in the company.
ly known as STEM) curriculum for
schools in order to better prepare
Best/worst part: I loved being an early students for the global economy.
grad because I get to make money instead of spend it. I have learned so much Best/worst part: Graduating earby working in the business world and ly has been advantageous because
being exposed to so many new oppor- it has enabled me to jumpstart my

tunities than I could in a classroom. career.

December grads are few and often unheard of as the real world hits them a
couple months earlier than normal. Yet, those who graduate early tend to love
it. See what some of this year’s December grads have been up to and where
their career plan is taking them next.

Where have you been: Mostly, I’ve
been filling out online job applications. It takes at least 14 hours to fill
one out, which is pretty much all
the daylight there is in the spring.
I began making contacts and applying to jobs in September 2012
and before I was hired in April 2013
I had applied to over 100 jobs with
no avail. I was blessed to find a few
part-time media projects for an advertising firm in the meantime since
I graduated.
Where are you going: I was recently hired as Advertising Specialist at
Auto-Owners Insurance and will be
working to create advertisements
of all mediums, as well as winning
the “Newest Person in the Office”
award every day until someone else
is hired.
Best/worst part: Although your last
semester is totally anti-climatic and
you must make an abrupt exit from
the nurturing womb of college onto
the cold delivery table of adult life,
graduating early is a valuable maturing process and allows you to get
ahead in the job market and save a
ton of dough.

TU Event Calendar
The end of the year is almost here! But before you enter the
crunch of finals and end-of-the-year packing, take some time
to check out what’s happening around Taylor. Give yourself a
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by Rodrigo Carneiro

study break, support a good cause and have some fun before
you say goodbye to spring semester.

What is
happening:
Ivanhoe’s
Challenge!

ACT:S Line
Dance!

Narrative Film
Showing

SAC Study
Break

When is it
happening:
• Today
• 4-6 p.m.
• $12 to register,
students can
register until 4
p.m.

• Tomorrow
• 8-10 p.m.
• $5

Tell me more:
Students run down to
Ivanhoes, drink a regular
size milkshake and run
back. The winners will
get prizes.
Put on by Global
Outreach, all proceeds
go to support OneVerse.

Samgrams

Echograms #TaylorU

It’s a free event and you
get to see some great
films if dancing isn’t
your thing!

• Tuesday, May 14
• 8-10 p.m.
• Sammy Statues

It’s a zoology study
break just for fun!

TOP
TWEETS
Brad Nickerson @brad_nickerson
I got 18,075,330 points while
escaping from demon monkeys in
Temple Run. Beat that!
Chris Hecox @ChrisHecox6
And for but a fleeting moment,
everyone at chapel wished their
major was media comm. #tuchapel
Nick Van Heest @typical_nick
“It’s guys like you who give me
hope for the world.” - some lady
after I held the door for her in the
pouring rain. #bestcomplimentever

Check student
announcements for
dress suggestions and
bring a date! Proceeds
go to AIDS research.

• Tomorrow
• 7 p.m.
• Rediger
Auditorium

#TaylorU’s

James Carroll @jamescarroll1
Robots. I wanna be one.
Danny Benson @dannysbenson
Me locos for some cool ranch
doritos crazies tacos.
Lizzy Rand @RizzyLand
Just realized how lucky I was to go
to high school right near a Wendy’s,
Fazoli’s, and Dairy Queen

@taylorU_news Thanks to Marylou Habecker for
this one! Morris Hot Tub Party! #almostfinals

For more, follow @sam_stone on

@rizland

Joel Plosz @plosz_your_eyes
Cut a girl off in a doorway and
said sorry then turned too sharp
and smoked her hard with
my backpack. I said jk you’ve
deserved all of this

A&E

Brooks Brothers recently released The Great
Gatsby Collection. Along with suits, shirts and
ties, the collection includes cuff links, a cane
and a straw hat DiCaprio sports in the film.
‘Gatsby’ sparkles down to the details

8
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Let
creativity
commence
From left, seniors Braden Spear,
James Carroll and Jacquelyn Curtis graduate determined to make
their mark in the arts community.

Kristi Schweitzer
Contributor

Graduates of the fine and performing arts disciplines often cringe when
asked about their post-graduation
plans. The “starving artist” stereotype is all too true for those graduates
entering the narrowing market. But
Taylor students, with their passion
for service and their sense of calling,
might have an edge in these exclusive
fields. Three seniors share their plans
for fulfilling the Great Commission in
creative ways.

in numerous student directed plays biggest thing Carroll learned this year
Last year, while working for a local
and recitals over the past few years. is self-motivation, with a personal com- gas station, Curtis toyed with the idea
His recital was a glorious way to open mitment to excellence. “It applies espe- of forming a community school for the
the next musical chapter of his life,
cially in creative fields,” he said. “If you arts. Little did she know that the BCAC
Carroll spent the fall 2012 semester have no drive . . . to work toward that grand opening was just around the
in Nashville through an off-campus passion that you have, you can’t expect corner. After returning from student
study program. In Nashville, Carroll someone to throw something in your teaching in Nairobi, Kenya, Curtis was
studied at the Contemporary Music lap or to guide you along the way.”
thrilled to hear about the new arts cenCenter and learned about live concert
ter. She immediately contacted their
and studio production work. Through
director and was hired to teach weekKathryn Fenstermacher
this experience, he got to tour with the
ly workshops at the Portland Center, a
A&E Editor
students at the music center, tracking,
sister branch of the organization, unrecording and mixing their music.
Jacquelyn Curtis Senior art ed- til the BCAC has enough funding to inJulia Camara
Carroll plans to attend graduate ucation major Jacquelyn Curtis clude her among their staff.
school in the fall of 2014. He wants a isn’t going the traditional teachA native of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Contributor
grad school that has connections to ing route. After teaching at Tay- Curtis is excited about becoming
James Carrol This Sunday, magi- film and other arts. For Carroll, music lor’s Fine Art Camp this summer, a part of the community that capcal music emanated from the Recit- is beautiful by itself, but it can be more she will begin a job with the Black- tured her heart over the past four
al Hall as music composition major powerful when joined with other art ford County Arts Center (BCAC), years. “During school it’s so much
James Carroll gave his senior recit- forms. “There is an aesthetic nature teaching art classes for local adults. more difficult to be part of the sural, a performance that stunned the that (music) brings to a film where “This is a whole new experience rounding community,” Curtis said.
audience. “I wanted to make it more you’re totally immersed,” he said.
and a whole new kind of leaning,” “I (know) even just being part of
of an experience than a recital,” he
As the spring semester comes to a Curtis said. “I’d love to . . . challenge the community and teaching worksaid. Last year’s Music Department close, Carroll wishes he could enjoy myself and grow in my own art and shops for adults (will) be awesome.”
Presser Scholar, James participated just one more Taylor semester. The start being my own educator.”

Braden Spear As senior theater
major Braden Spear gets ready to
wrap up his college career, he takes
time to reflect on past experiences.
Spear said the Taylor Theatre has been
the biggest highlight of his college experience.“It’s a very closely knit group,”
he said, “a very accepting group.”
Spear has been involved in many lead
roles with the theater which have helped
him develop his acting expertise. “In the
last four years, it’s been great to have had
the breadth of work that I’ve done,” he
said. “I’ve played just a really wide variety of character types and different roles.”
Spear knew from the beginning of his
college career that he wanted to devote
his life to acting, and as graduation approaches, he still wants that. “My heart
has always been in performing and . . . I
would love to make it as a professional
actor,” he said.
Spear plans to continue pursuing his
dream after graduation with his fiancée, Audrey Henderson (’11), with whom he shared
lead roles in Taylor’s 2010 production of “A
Streetcar Named Desire.” They will marry at
the end of June and move to New York City
to start auditioning for plays and TV roles.
“I’m not going to give up that dream,”
Spear said. “(I will) just keep pressing on
and see what God has in store for me.”

‘Gatsby’ sparkles down to the details
Jazz Age trends resurface
with the most recent remake
of Fitzgerald’s masterpiece
Taylor Blake
Contributor

The most recent adaptation of F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s “The Great Gatsby”
danced its way into theaters today,
with the glitter and fanfare necessary
to announce such an arrival.
With Leonardo DiCaprio as the titular hero, Carey Mulligan as his lost love
Daisy and Tobey Maguire as narrator
Nick, the film has already garnered attention for creating yet another interpretation of the literary staple.
The film is getting buzz for more
than its history, though. The film
boasted a $125 million budget, reported Forbes.com, which may not
come as a surprise after seeing the

trailers. Director Baz Luhrmann (of
“Moulin Rouge!” and “Romeo + Juliet”
fame) makes the story of extravagance and wealth go all the way down
to the details, even to costumes and
the soundtrack.
Luhrmann’s wife and film costume
designer Catherine Martin collaborated with Miuccia Prada, Tiffany &
Co. and Brooks Brothers to create the
film’s wardrobe. Martin won two Oscars for art direction and costume design for “Moulin Rouge!” according to
BrooksBrothers.com.
Miuccia Prada created dresses for
Mulligan’s character, and Tiffany designed a $200,000 headpiece for her
to wear, Forbes said. Tiffany created
other jewelry for the film, including
a daisy-shaped brooch, a drooping strand of pearls and a diamond
and platinum pair of chandelier earrings. The pieces are part of Tiffany’s
Jazz Age collection, with price tags

viewers to an auditory feast with a feel the impact of modern-day music
soundtrack produced by Jay-Z. The al- the way Fitzgerald did for the readers
bum dropped in stores Tuesday and of his novel at the time of its publicafeatures artists Lana Del Rey, Florence tion,” Luhrmann told Forbes.
starting at $135 for onyx and silver + the Machine, U2, Fergie, The xx and
“The Great Gatsby” will show as late
earrings and rising to $875,000 for a Jay’s wife, Beyoncé. A combination of as 10:15 p.m. tonight in Marion, so stu5.25-carat diamond ring.
covers and original songs, the album dents can grab an opening night viewBrooks Brothers recently released mixes modern hip-hop with 1920s ing after attending TSO’s “Gatsby: A
The Great Gatsby Collection. Along swing and jazz. The mix of established Roaring Celebration.” Check out Tifwith suits, shirts and ties, the collec- and up-and-coming artists reflects the fany’s, Prada’s and Brooks Brothers’
tion includes cuff links, a cane and a age of transition in which the film is set. Gatsby-inspired fashion lines for instraw hat DiCaprio sports in the film.
“We—our audience—are living in the spiration when dressing for tonight’s
Author Fitzgerald frequently ‘hip-hop age’ and want our viewers to first Taylor-sponsored dance.
wore Brooks Brothers and refers to
the clothier in his works, according to Entertainment Weekly’s website, EW.com. The company was also
used to create accurate period costumes—500 of them, to be exact.
“We drew and designed all of the
male costumes and . . . worked with
(Brooks Brothers) to develop the samples,” Martin told EW.” They were sort
of our manufacturing arm and also
provided a lot of the background archival research.”
In addition to the visual flash of
Photograph provided by Warner Bros. Entertainment
the film’s wardrobe, Luhrmann treats
Fashion franchises have tipped their hats to Baz Luhrmann’s most
recent production with Gatsby-inspired fashion lines.

Minions, flappers and Kirk, oh my!
Samuel Bolds
Contributor

During the summer, it is universally agreed that a deliciously air-conditioned movie theater is the best
place to be. Whether going with friends or alone, here’s a list of movies that won’t be a waste of money.

MAY 10

MAY 17

MAY 31

JUNE 13

JULY 3

Summary:
If this wasn’t on your high school
reading list, “The Great Gatsby” is a
decadent romp through the wealth
and carelessness of the Roaring
Twenties. This gigantic-budget Hollywood remake promises to be a fastpaced, dramatic love story.
Why you need to go:
Its director Baz Luhrmann is
known for creating mind-blowing
soundtracks and a luxurious visual
experience. Whether this adds to or
detracts from the complex characterization and material will be debated
by book lovers everywhere.

Summary:
Captain Kirk returns to the big
screen this May on a mission against
an unstoppable force. With his crew
on the Enterprise, he is setting off for
another adventure in the unknown to
find a weapon of mass destruction.
Why you need to go:
Directed by J.J. Abrams, famous
for his work with shows like “Lost,”
“Fringe” and “Revolution,” this film
is sure to be expertly produced. This
second film also has Chris Pine reprising his role as James T. Kirk. Seeing the Enterprise in action again will
be a real summer treat.

Summary:
A group of illusionists have been
using their tricks to rob banks and
give the money to their audiences.
The illusionists will have to keep up
their act against an FBI agent and an
Interpol detective.
Why you need to go:
Let’s face it—magic shows haven’t been cool since middle school.
But this movie promises fast-paced
stunts, amazing illusions and impressive thrills. Morgan Freeman and
Michael Craine also appear in starring roles.

Summary:
Superman, the most iconic superhero of all time, will take flight once
again. Pulled from a dying alien planet, Clark Kent must save his rural
Kansas town of “Smallville” from extraterrestrial invaders.
Why you need to go:
Superman hasn’t hit the big screens
since his appearance in “Superman
Returns” in 2006. In this era of superhero mania, the return of Superman
should be pretty big. Seeing this film
will provide good conversation material, if nothing else.

Summary:
Life is hard when you’re a supervillain. But it’s even harder when you’re
not the best. Gru the villain, voiced by
Steve Carell, is recruited by the Anti-Villain league to combat the rise of
a new supervillain.
Why you need to go:
The minions are back and ready
to attack. The Homer Simpson-esque sidekicks are well worth the AMC
price tag and—like the first film—will
carry the movie through high and low
action points. And, hopefully, Gru will
finally receive funding for his epic
“moon heist.”

“The Great Gatsby”

“Star Trek: Into Darkness”

“Now You See Me”

“Man of Steel”

“Despicable Me 2”
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The dining service had one permanent
serving line and four drink options: milk,
“bug juice,” tea and coffee. Dinners were
served family-style, with the dishes set on
the tables.
A servant’s heart
Designed by Bethany K. Wong
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A servant’s heart

Jerry Nelson looks
back on 48 years in the
hospitality industry
Meredith Sell
Features Editor

Forty-eight years ago, the Taylor Dining Commons looked very different.
Different, meaning it didn’t exist. All meals were served in the current Student Union, what Director of
Food Services Jerry Nelson, 63, calls
“the dome.”
“Cottage cheese would be in a dish,
and your cole slaw or your tossed salad. And it wouldn’t be two or three
of them—you could just take one,”
Jerry said. “Then your entree and
your potato and your vegetable and
one dessert.”
The dining service had one permanent serving line and four drink
options: milk, “bug juice,” tea and
coffee. Dinners were served family-style, with the dishes of food set
on the tables.
Jerry remembers all of this vividly
and for good reason—he has worked
for the dining service since 1965,
when he was 15.
“My mother actually worked here
in the food service,” Jerry said. “She
came home one day in ’65 and said,
‘They’re hiring high school kids.’ . . . So
I walked in here and applied.”
Jerry’s first duties were sweeping
and mopping floors, but eventually
he worked himself into the position
of grill cook. He worked in that position through the January 1972 transition from the Union to today’s DC.
Not long after, he was promoted to
assistant director, met and married
his wife, Jo Ellen, and, in 1980, he was
promoted to director.
Jerry’s Taylor experience runs the
gamut, from great to horrible: He and
his family have been Penthouse’s wing
hook-up for 12 years; he has dealt with
pranks in the DC ranging from a Volkswagon parked in front of the conveyor belt to a pyramid of tables, and he
was the first person to learn of the
2006 van accident.
Jerry handles everything with a servant’s heart, something he has developed through his work in the food
industry, or “the hospitality industry,”

as he calls it.
“If you don’t have a servant’s heart
in the hospitality business, it’s not
successful for you,” Jerry said.
One winter, Jerry heard that Arthur
Hodson, whom the DC is named for,
needed help with Christmas dinner.
Nelle, Arthur’s wife, was on oxygen,
and they weren’t able to go to their
son’s house for Christmas.
Arthur was at a loss of what to do.
Jerry stepped in and offered to bring
them Christmas dinner.
“I knew exactly what their favorite
stuff was,” Jerry said.
When Jerry and his family arrived
with the food, the Hodsons were
decked out for the holidays: Nelle in
a red dress, Arthur in a three-piece
suit with a red tie.
“We served the meal,” Jerry said,
“and when he walked us to the door
. . . tears were in his eyes, just to say
‘thank you.’”
When Jerry’s at the DC, he keeps his
office door open. Anyone can stop in
to talk or ask questions—and he enjoys it when students do.
“One student . . . said this, ‘Jerry,
you’re on the same level we’re on,’” Jerry said, “which made me feel like they
don’t look at me as being 63 years old.
They look at me as being one of them.”
Jerry doesn’t remember every student, but many students remember
him and approach him in airports or
cities and ask if he worked in the DC.
“One time, we were in Florida and
we were in Disney World, and here
come about 27 kids . . . all hollering,
‘Hey, Jerry. Hey, Jerry. Hey, Jerry,” he
said, laughing and shaking his head.
“It’s like, these people are going to
think I’m famous, when I’m not!”
Over the years, Jerry has housed
students and helped students with
tuition. Every time he’s reached out,
he’s encouraged those he helps to do
the same for others.
On the job, Jerry is just as generous.
“I will never ask my employees to
do anything that I wouldn’t do myself,”
he said. “Never. And believe you me,
I’ve done every job there is.”
Jerry’s been director for more than
30 years, but his favorite part of food
service is still cooking.
“I enjoy rolling up my sleeves and
working with the employees in the

Jerry Nelson sits in his office in the Hodson Dining Commons, where he’s directed the food service since 1980.

Photographs by Micah Hancock

Jerry Nelson has seen Taylor go through a lot of changes. Now he’s preparing for changes of his own.

production end of it. I love to cook.”
Jerry won’t be with Taylor much
longer. The 48-year university employee is retiring on June 1, after a
two-week vacation beginning on
graduation day. He and his wife are
moving to Roann, Ind., into a historic
home they’ve owned for three years.

Photo Comment
Maggie and Mark Beckford’s love for each other overflows to children in the Bahamas.

Photo courtesy of Maggie Beckford

What nothing transcends

Mark and Maggie
Beckford share their
love for 300 children
Kyla Martin
Contributor

A warm breeze slid through the window screen of senior Maggie Beckford’s Fairlane apartment. Maggie
sat curled up on her couch, leaning
over its edge to work on her computer. Homework was her first priority.
Maggie had just decided to stay in
the States for another year instead of
returning home to the Bahamas, her
three older children and the nearly
300 kids she and her husband Mark
minister to.
The couple and their youngest son,
Travon, won’t go back until they have
the means to build a lasting foundation for their extended family, a ministry they call Joshua and Esther.
The Beckfords keep working

because their ministry is necessary.
Kids are on the streets. Neighborhood
loyalties divide them, and the kids answer with violence. The Beckfords respond with love.
“It wasn’t nothing planned,” Mark
said. “It was just saying, ‘Hey, I don’t
want my kids to walk this road.’”
Joshua and Esther started with
Mark playing basketball with his own
children. One day, a few kids from the
neighborhood wanted to join. Those
kids invited their friends and, four
years later, their numbers reached
300. Maggie and Mark never thought
they would start a ministry, but God
kept sending more players.
“It seemed like they was just telling
their friends, and telling their friends,”
Maggie said. “And (we wanted to tell
them), ‘Don’t tell anybody else.’”
Mark’s smiled widened. They both
knew they loved the kids too much to
ever turn them away.
“They used to be knocking at our

doors,” Maggie said. “Even when we
weren’t with them on Saturdays, they
were filling our house.”
The couple spoke generally about
the children, in love with all of them.
When asked about a specific success
story, Mark let his head and shoulders fall. He pinched the top of his
nose and shook his head. Maggie
just smiled.
They couldn’t pick just one story.
They had too many to tell. They were
overwhelmed by the amount of love
they had given and received, and the
overwhelming feelings were just reason to continue.
Mark knows what life is like when
drugs and violence reign. He’s been
there. He acted out because his parents weren’t supportive, weren’t present. He was the star athlete in high
school, shining on the court, but
when he looked to the stands, his parents weren’t there.
“He was a child that needed nothing

“We’re looking forward to spending time with the family and getting things done up there,” Jerry said.
“Then I’ll probably look for a new adventure in my life.”
Jerry is taking his servant’s heart
with him.
“Our home up there—it was a home

built by a wealthy man,” Jerry said.
“He didn’t have a lot of people in it, but
we’ve opened it up. We’ve entertained
people from Taylor in it already. We’ve
opened it to the public . . . so it’s the
same. (The servant’s heart) is something that is very important to me.”

when it came to providing, but . . . his
parents didn’t understand parenting even though they understood . . .
providing,” Maggie said. “Having that
emotional support, having someone
there to talk to you, guide you . . . it
was that deeper relationship that he
really desired. He didn’t want things—
he wanted them.”
That is one of the worst norms
the Beckfords see in the Bahamas.
Because there are so many single parents, many parents focus on
shoes and pencils instead of love
and affection.
“They will spend their last dollar on
you, but when they get home, they
are too tired to engage and interact,”
Maggie said.
The Beckfords don’t get tired. They
have been out til 2 a.m. with kids because no one wants to go home.
“It wasn’t nothing planned,” Mark
repeated. He’s still amazed, 12 years
later. “We inherited a family. Really
and truly, that’s what it came down to.”
Kids’ parents have called the Beckfords when their kids act up because
the Beckfords know the kids individually. They’ve taken the time to see
and build up each child’s strengths.
Mark has worked at a few Bahamian schools as a disciplinarian, stopping neighborhood and settlement
rivalries. These fights would start at
parties on the weekends and follow
the kids to school.
School administrators didn’t know
how to bring peace. Mark didn’t have
education that qualified him to work
in a school, but his reputation was
enough. When he started working,
he immediately saw the problem.
“(The school leaders) looked at the
kids negatively,” Mark said. “They
didn’t see the good in the kid. When
you show you have confidence in that
kid, you can show them hope. Then
they change themselves. You don’t
even got to be the law. Grace is much
greater. In a matter of three weeks—”
“—that whole school was changed,”

Maggie finished.
“These kids have talent,” Mark continued. “You be like, ‘Dude, what’s
going, man? Put this to positive use.’
But then you realize they’re the ones
whose parents are not in their lives.
They’re on their own. I mean, they’re
living in a home, but that’s only the
bed they sleep in.”
Kids need more than financial support. Their needs go deeper.
“When the love is there—it’s different than anything else we can give
that child,” Mark said. “That love transcends sitting in a (pew) or being at
home—that love is wherever you go!”
After four years spending time
with the hundreds of kids who now
call them “Mom” and “Dad,” the Beckfords realized they needed to make
this ministry permanent.
“I don’t want to do something shortterm and then it fails,” Maggie said.
“We’re looking at this long-term because our country needs it long-term.”
Desperately.
That’s why they came to Taylor.
They needed education to foster
their ministry. They arrived in 2005,
and Mark started his biblical studies degree. When Mark graduated
in 2009, Maggie started her social
work degree.
Maggie and Mark are eager to return to the Bahamas to be with their
hundreds of kids, but their first priority is being parents to their own. It
always has been.
“If we’re going into ministry, we’re
going . . . into ministry as a family,”
Maggie said. “I don’t even think they
think of it as a ministry as opposed to
who we are as a family.”
The ministry is their way of life,
their faith manifesting itself through
action, through love.
“Nothing transcends love,” Mark
said. “When you can show a person love—that does something on
the inside.”

OPINIONS

These lavish self-important parties are
distractions that get the rich closer to their
certain and terrifying deaths.
Gatsby-themed parties miss the point
entirely
Designed by Lucas Sweitzer
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The odds of
a year like
2012-13: 100-1
Echo staff reflects on a year
of constant change
Life together is messy.
If we’ve learned one thing this year,
it’s that.
From a new provost to the near-extinction of Polar Pops to an off-campus housing protest to a dancing
policy change and more, the 2012-13
school year at Taylor has been nothing if not eventful.
The year kicked off with the largest freshman class in Taylor history:
518 students. That monumental number was only a hint of the impact the
year would have. Not to mention the
changes and lessons that were still
on the way.
We learned that loose change spent
on a 36-ounce soda can save a local
business and make a positive impact
on our neighborhood.
Soon after the Pit Stop was

christened in Handy Andy’s place, one
of Taylor’s student residences was cut
from next year’s housing lineup. Little did we know that the decision to
level Fairlane would raise a ruckus
in March, when students applied to
live off campus and discovered that
the number of Taylor apartments was
halved, but had doubled in demand.
This led to anger and disappointment for future seniors who petitioned their cause and discovered
that Taylor’s on-campus residence
policy would not be changed by
their protests.
Vice President for Enrollment Management and Marketing Steve Mortland argued that while students
have their whole lives to choose
where to live and who to live with,
the unique mix that lives in a given

dorm provides a unique opportunity for growth and serves Taylor’s residential mission.
In addition to explaining its stance
on off-campus housing, Taylor also
reaffirmed its statement on human
sexuality this year, both of which
caused consideration about our individual and campus identities.
The sexuality issue stirred conversations across student groups while
bringing a series of discussions on homosexuality to The Echo’s Opinions
page and lunchtime conversations at
the DC.
Speaking of a series of discussions,
that’s exactly what led to a monumental rule change in the Life Together
Covenant: school dances.
Earlier this semester, Taylor’s board
of trustees decided to let students
break loose and cut a rug every once
in a while.
Also on the list of monumental
changes for Taylor this past year is
the three legendary Taylor coaches
who stepped down this year. Volleyball’s Brittany Smith, basketball’s Paul
Patterson and track’s Ted Bowers will
leave huge shoes for the school to fill,
giving us a peek into the adaptability
lessons present and future athletes
now face.
So there have been a few changes
this year, to say the least.
But have they been as significant as
they seem? Has this year altered the
course of Taylor’s history in a radical
way? And how will that impact the
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Taylor mission—the mission commonly known as “life together”?
Perhaps these questions combine
to form an overstatement of this
year’s significance, but it looks like the
next few years will be key nonetheless.
Vice President for Finance Stephen
Olson said that big changes at Taylor
in recent years make sense in light of
what has been happening on the
world stage.

From where we sit, the
road ahead is likely
to be as glorious and
chaotic and messy and
wonderful as the road
we’ve paved over the
past. And to be perfectly
honest, it’s likely to
be more difficult.
Olson cited a potential trickle-down effect from the financial
crisis in Europe and economic uncertainties at home as issues that could
affect Taylor into the future, especially in terms of prospective students’
ability to afford Taylor.
Olson noted that a lot has happened on campus as well, including
the opening of new buildings and the
hiring of Provost Jeff Moshier.
Looking at the budget from top to
bottom, partially to keep increases
in the cost of coming to Taylor at 2.5
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was no better place to learn this than
at Taylor. With integrity and ethical
principles at the foundation, the
training I’ve received has been whole
Corrie Dyke
person, not just professional. While I
Editor-in-Chief
am thrilled to take these skills out to
I have always had a desire to write. It my next chapter of life, one question
was where I excelled in middle and remains. Have I done enough?
high school. I wanted to be involved
As a student-run university newsin my parents’ dinner conversations paper, we are responsible for truthfulwhich revolved around topics they ly seeking stories that affect students,
read in the newspaper that morning. staff, alumni and parents.
My summers were spent outside with
Our mission statement this year
my face in a magazine. I felt there was was as follows.
so much power in words, and I want“The Echo aims to represent the
views of diverse voices on Taylor Unied to make a difference writing.
It was all half-hearted until I ar- versity’s campus fairly and without
rived at Taylor, where my passions bias and to be a vehicle of accurate
were shared by a number of people. and pertinent information to the stuAll new faces that I had met through dent body, faculty and staff. The Echo
classes like New Majors Seminar and also aims to be a forum that fosters
Intro to Media Writing. My time had healthy discussion about relevant iscome. The next year, I stumbled into sues, acting as a catalyst for change
on our campus.”
a small paper called The Echo.
Three years and countless words
We’ve seen that type of change on
later (we published roughly 530,000 campus this year. Without healthy
words this year) I’ve seen the power of discussion, no change occurs, yet that
writing. As journalists, we are called discussion relies on the newspaper
to be truth-seekers and -tellers. There staff asking tough questions.

Without asking the tough questions, students would continue living in moldy apartments.
Without asking the tough questions, students wouldn’t have a voice
to speak out about feeling discriminated on campus.

We’ve seen that type of change
on campus this year. Without
healthy discussion, no change
occurs, yet that discussion
relies on the newspaper staff
asking tough questions.
Without asking the tough questions, students wouldn’t understand
why the administration chooses a
new residence hall over new apartments or approving students to live
in a house.
We gave it our all to report fairly
and without bias, and I am so proud
of the year we had.
For me, it’s not about counting the
state and national awards we received.
It’s about answering the questions of
the student body and holding those
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percent per year, will be a big goal for
the school into the future, according
to Olson.
And while administrators are analyzing the budget, at the forefront of
their minds will be the knowledge of
where Taylor’s community has been,
and where it is going.
Mortland reiterated that Taylor
remains committed to its mission
while not being afraid of change. After all, the students and the culture
are bound to change.
From where we sit, the road ahead
is likely to be as glorious and chaotic and messy and wonderful as the
road we’ve paved over the past. And
to be perfectly honest, it’s likely to be
more difficult. Taylor University is at
a crossroads.
As for The Echo’s role in the future
. . . well, we turned 100 this year and
finally stepped into the 21st century,
going online in October. We know,
we know, we’re behind the times.
But we’re a century old, and we just
weren’t sure if this whole Internet
thing was a fad, okay?
I guess you could say that we’re not
as young as we once were. But don’t
put us in the nursing home just yet.
Raise your glass (of sparkling grape
juice, for now—although the LTC
has been known to change), and let’s
make a toast.
Here’s to the next 100 years being as newsworthy, interesting and
life-changing as the first 100. Cheers.

making the decisions accountable.
My request for the future truth-tellers of The Echo would be more transparency from those decision makers.
The first student forum in the past
four years, to my knowledge, happened a week ago regarding student
housing. I’m still wondering why it
took more than a month for the open
discussion to take place. And why the
university built a new dorm when students are saying they want a different
housing option for their senior year.
I’m wondering why the board of
trustees has to travel to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to make decisions that affect a community in Upland.
I’ve often felt an attitude of “ignore and it will eventually go away”
at Taylor, and I hope The Echo can
strive to keep such a frame of mind
from being viewed as truth. I haven’t
done enough, but the future of the paper has the power to seek my unanswered questions.
Three years on this staff has taught
me more than any classroom has. The
rewards have outweighed the immense challenges.
Happy 100th birthday, my beloved
Echo, and thank you for showing me
the power of writing.
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Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

As a narcissistic male who would like
to make a career writing, I’ve had a
deep affinity for “The Great Gatsby”
since the first time I read it—in the
ninth grade, as most Hoosier students
do. I remember reaching the end of
that unit in our English class and having a Gatsby-themed dinner party
over the weekend with friends—flapper dresses and dapper men
all around.
It wouldn’t be for a couple years
until I picked up the book again, this
time as a junior in high school. On
this read, I realized that I had previously participated in one of the most
time-honored traditions of “The
Great Gatsby”: completely missing
the point of “The Great Gatsby.”

If I had stopped to consider the nottoo-veiled social statement throughout the book, I would’ve concluded
having a “Gatsby party” is an ironic
and almost diametrically counterintuitive misreading of what Gatsby’s
parties represented: the shallowness
of wealth and excess and the perfection and subsequent disillusionment
with the American Dream.
Fitzgerald himself wrote of Gatsby’s parties as “a new world, material without being real, where poor
ghosts, breathing dreams like air,
drifted fortuitously about.” That is
the point of the book (well, there’s
more than that, but a biting critique
of the uselessness of wealth is a major
theme). These lavish self-important
parties are distractions that get the
rich closer to their certain and terrifying deaths.
Now that Baz Luhrmann’s film adaptation of the novel is hitting theatres today, I’ve seen invites crop up
for similarly minded parties all over

the place. In fact, Taylor University’s
first dance ever is Gatsby-themed! It
is here where I feel conflicted: I despise being the pedantic one in any
social setting, but I feel obligated to
point out we might not want to dedicate our first dance to a novel that
views these dances as indicative of
the ultimate decay of modern life.
This misread of the book has
cropped up all over the place in marketing for the film (marketing misreading subtext, nothing new here).
Brooks Brothers, the clothing company that costumed many of the characters in the movie, has released a new
Gatsby line of clothing under the tag
line “I’ve never seen such, such beautiful shirts before.” This line, said by
Daisy Buchanan in an intimate moment between her and Gatsby, is one
of my favorite in the book—but it has
little to nothing to do with clothing.
I don’t judge anyone personally
for not thinking of this before—for
years, I used the phrase “green light”

to refer to a lofty goal I had, before I
was reminded by a well-wishing English teacher that the green light was
tragically ever-receding from Gatsby,
impossible to catch. Gatsby is an interesting and wonderful character
of American literature, but he’s not a
person we should admire or emulate.
Now, I don’t mean for this editorial to be overwrought (please sense
the irony there); after all, the theme
for tonight’s dance party is just that:
a theme. The theme brings together visual elements, posters, clothing
and music (it’s probably also a way
the school can delay having possibly
problematic music in one of these
new-fangled social gatherings we
have now). What I’m getting at is I
don’t think it’s wrong to attend the
dance party tonight, as long as we recognize the illusion of wealth and decadence a Gatsby party brings with it is
just as fake as the real thing—hollow,
expensive, powerful and meaningless.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
echo@taylor.edu. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

It has always been an honor to qualify
for nationals and get to compete against
so many talented individuals from all
over the world that you share a common
passion with.
Trojans send 17 runners to Nationals
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Trojans
send 17
runners to
Nationals

THE WATERBOY
This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to
the bench and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and
college sports worlds’ latest controversy.

Summer lineup

Will Fairfax
Sports Writer

Seventeen Taylor runners will head
to the NAIA National Outdoor Championships starting May 23 at Indiana
Wesleyan University IWU.
One more relay team will try
to qualify for nationals at the Dr.
Keeler Invitational held today in
Naperville, Ill.
Coach Ted Bowers is excited about
so many of his runners making it
to nationals.
“For most of our team it’s always
a long term goal . . . it’s tough to
do,” Bowers said. “There are years
when we have only taken five or six
kids, and this year we could have as
many as 20 if all of our teams qualify.
I think this year it shows the depth
of our team to have our relay teams
qualify like this.”
Senior Henrietta Carey heads to
nationals for the fourth time in the
100 meter run and looks to make it
back to the final after making it in
2011. Last year, she missed the finals by two one-hundredths of a
second. This year, she also qualified in the 200.

Jeff Yoder

Sports Co-Editor

“It has always been an honor to
qualify for nationals and get to compete against so many talented individuals from all over the world that
you share a common passion with,”
Carey said.
Sophomore Elaine Schmeltz qualified for nationals in steeplechase.
The women’s 4x100 relay team consists of freshmen Angel Cartwright
and Princess Sakeuh, sophomores
Kehlay Dunah and Carey.
The women’s 4x800 includes freshman Jane Hawks, sophomores Jenna
Norris, Sarah Neideck and junior Tanya Rogers.
Junior Erin Price returns to nationals in the 400 meter hurdles after making the semifinals last year.
Her coach said that she is someone
to look out for in nationals.
“I think the 4x800 group could be
very competitive,” Bowers said. “We
really think we have a good shot of
getting to finals and score.”
On the men’s side, senior Corbin
Slater qualified for nationals in javelin after just picking it up last year.
“It is such a crazy feeling to have
made it to Nationals in the javelin,
and I am currently ranked seventh in
the nation,” Slater said.
“I started throwing as a joke to see
if I could throw it further than my
teammate Matt Thompson. After a
few throws, I was throwing far enough
to score at Conference, so Coach allowed me to throw.”
Bowers was impressed with Slater
making nationals, especially in just
his second season in the event.
“It’s a huge accomplishment,” Bowers said. “I wasn’t too surprised when
he picked it up last year because he
played a lot of baseball and he’s just
got good arm speed. He enjoys it
and he’s really worked at it, so it’s a
great reward for him. It’s a big goal
to accomplish.”

Top: Senior Matthew Thompson passes
the baton to Brandan Wilchcombe as he
runs the last leg in the 4x100 meter relay.
Bottom Left: Senior Caleb Pack
prepares to take on the pole vault
during the outdoor season.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Sophomore Brandan Wilchcombe and junior Luke Currens
both qualified for nationals in the
110 meter hurdles.
The 4x800 men’s relay team qualified for nationals, comprised of
freshmen David Rodman, Schalk Van
Niekerk, sophomore Scott King and
junior Cerio Rolle.
As the season ends for everyone
and careers end for the seniors,
Carey said she is going to miss her
teammates and the spring break
trip the most.
“The thing I am going to miss
most about TUTF is definitely when
we go to Florida every year for
Spring Break,” Carey said. “It’s just
a huge opportunity to get to know
everyone on the team on a personal
and spiritual level.”
Slater talked about his approach to
his final event as a Trojan.
“I would really like to put it all on
the line at Nationals,” Slater said. “I
have been nursing an elbow injury for the last month, so I have been
afraid to throw as hard as I can. This
is a once in a lifetime opportunity. I
want to go All-American my last time
competing.”
Bowers, who will coach these men
and women for the last time, talked
about what he is going to miss most
next year.
“The students. It’s what it’s all
about,” he said. “I love the sport, I
love teaching it, but working with the
students is the reason you do it. It’s
that simple.”

Despite injuries, NBA playoffs
are competitive, unpredictable
Gabe Bain

Sports Co-Editor

The NBA Playoffs bring out the fiercest competition the league sees each
year. Aggression rises and the intensity moves to a higher level. The quality
of basketball is the best of the season.
This year is no different.
The 2012-2013 NBA season has
brought a barrage of injuries to star
players in the league. Notable names
such as Derrick Rose, Russell Westbrook, Kobe Bryant, Rajon Rondo and
David Lee have left their fans wondering
how far their teams could have made it
in the playoffs if they were healthy.
With these all-stars injured, many
people are left believing the playoffs
will be a boring title-run for the Miami Heat, a team that was not only
a championship favorite regardless
of injuries, but also has healthy stars.
Little has indicated that the playoffs will be an easy road for any team.
In the first round, six of the eight series went six games or more and three
upsets occurred. This is also the first
time in NBA history where all the conference semifinals series were tied at
one through the first two games, according to ESPN.
The Heat and Knicks were beaten at home by the Bulls and Pacers
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respectively in game one, before rebounding to blow their opponents
out in game two. The Golden State
Warriors, except for the last four
minutes of game one, have outperformed the Spurs. And the Thunder
and Grizzlies series is tied after two
close games in Oklahoma City.

“What is more
exciting right now
than when Steph
Curry starts to get
hot? Nothing.”
—Bill Simmons

NBA fans and analysts are captivated
by the play so far in these playoffs. Stephen Curry, point guard for the Warriors,
is one of the major reasons for playoff
excitement so far. NBA analyst Bill Simmons complemented Curry on his performance through the first eight games
of his playoff career.
“He is one of the few players who
has captured what I love about March
Madness in the NBA playoffs,” he said
in a podcast. “What is more exciting
right now than when Steph Curry
starts to get hot? Nothing.”
The dynamic of young versus old also
plays into viewers’ excitement. The Spurs,
an experienced team full of veterans and

winner of four championships since 1999,
are battling the young Warriors who haven’t made the playoffs since 2007. Golden
State also hasn’t beaten the Spurs in San
Antonio in the previous 30 games before
Wednesday’s victory, according to the Associated Press.
On the NBA page of ESPN.com, only
one of 17 analysts chose Golden State
to win the series. The Spurs have had
more experience in the playoffs, so
this makes sense, but Golden State
is proving to be tough competition
for the Spurs. The Spurs outscored
the Warriors in only three of the eight
quarters and one overtime period.
The Bulls and Heat series adds to
the excitement of the playoffs as the
two teams with bad blood are back
at it again. The Bulls victory over the
Heat to stop Miami’s 27-game win
streak in March makes this matchup
highly anticipated.
The Bulls’ run in the playoffs adds to
the unpredictable nature of this year’s
playoffs. Mike Wilbon, ESPN analyst,
was also impressed by the Bulls’ effort.
“It’s become one improbable, inexplicable victory after another,” he said.
The first two games this series have
provided the league with much to talk
about. The Bulls, missing their superstar Rose, upset the Heat in game one.
The Heat responded with a blowout in

MAY 23-25, 2013

TROJAN QUALIFIERS
FOR NAIA NATIONALS

Elaine Schmeltz - Steeple Chase
Angel Cartwright - 4x100 meter relay

Princess Sakeuh - 4x100 meter relay
Kehlay Dunah - 4x100 meter relay
Henrietta Carey - 4x100 meter
relay, 100 meter, 200 meter

Jane Hawks - 4x800 meter relay
Jenna Norris - 4x800 meter relay
Sarah Neideck - 4x800 meter relay
Tanya Rogers - 4x800 meter relay
Erin Price - 400 meter hurdles
Corbin Slater - Javelin throw
Brandan Wilchcombe - 110 meter hurdles

Luke Currens - 110 meter hurdles
David Rodman - 4x800 meter relay
Schalk Van Niekerk - 4x800 meter relay
Scott King - 4x800 meter relay
Cerio Rolle - 4x800 meter relay

game two as the aggression of the two
teams was high. Nine technical fouls
were issued and two players were ejected. With the series tied at one, game
three will only add to the thrill.
The Knicks-Pacers and Grizzlies
-Thunder series bring even more excitement. The Thunder, who were the
favorites to return to the Finals are
now without their star point guard
Westbrook. Now the odds seem to
be in the Grizzlies’ favor. Two of the
16 NBA ESPN analysts chose the Thunder to win the series.
The Knicks and Pacers may be the
most competitive teams in this round.
“In the regular season, Pacers and
Knicks had almost the exact same
scoring margin,” said NBA analyst Zach
Lowe. “The Knicks are just a really
good offensive team and the Pacers are
a really good defensive team. Qualitatively they are almost the same team.”
The playoffs have been filled with
long series, and it looks like there will
be even more. Games have had high
intensity, and injuries to star players
have only added to the unpredictability. This is contrary to the feeling going
into the playoffs, but maybe that’s the
point. Maybe the low anticipation for
this year’s games made people look for
any small bit of excitement and magnify
it so that they would enjoy the playoffs.
Though it is hard to deny the significance of Stephen Curry, the Warriors
and the Bulls pulling out wins when
everyone has counted them out.
But as Wilbon said, “Maybe the
thrill is heightened because so little
was expected.”

Summer sometimes means hitting
the snooze button for sports fans. No
Super Bowl, no March Madness, no
World Series and no Olympics in 2013
mean SportsCenter will struggle to
find content other than baseball and
Tebow trades. It won’t be long before
the weekly top plays are an all-MLB
compilation consisting of eight diving grabs that all look the same, one
double-play and someone going yard
twice in one game.
No offense to baseball, I would just
like a little variety in my sports diet.
So here’s my lineup of the summer’s
sports schedule and a look at whether
or not these nine events will be home
run hitters or strikeouts.
Strikeouts
The 139th Kentucky Derby took
place last Saturday. The horse named
Orb won it all with 5-1 odds. If I was
bored enough to drive six hours to
watch a 30-second race, I would have
put my money on the horses with intimidating names like Charming Kitten or Frac Daddy.
Up to bat next in the summer sports
lineup is the French Open, which runs
from May 21 to June 9. I’ll probably
snooze past this one until the final few
days when things get interesting, and
even then I might consider cleaning my
room or mowing the yard a better option. Sorry tennis fans, but I’ll cheer you
up in a few paragraphs.
Our next batter, the Tour de France,
will likely not just strike out, but go
down looking. If you live in the western hemisphere and you’re not a fan
of doping cyclists, then you’ll probably agree that team U.S. Postal Service
could win, lose or overdose and you
wouldn’t lose sleep over it.
Base Hits
A potential summer kickstarter event took place last Saturday in
the boxing world as April showers
brought Mayweather. Floyd Mayweather Jr. dominated Robert Guerrero to improve to 44-0 in 17 years
as a pro.
Another must watch is the UEFA
Champions League final on May 25.
It’s a German final featuring Borussia
Dortmund and Bayern Munich. Both
the teams beat out Spanish teams,
Barcelona and Real Madrid, in the
semi finals.
Don’t forget MLB All-Star weekend
in July. The game itself doesn’t really
draw my attention, but I might throw
some burgers on the grill and feel like
a real patriot while I watch the home
run derby and have a cookout.
Wimbledon is another base hit
that would definitely grab me for a
few days. The same goes for the U.S.
Open in mid-June. I slated these two
together as my seventh batter in the
lineup because that’s occasionally
where the pitcher is slotted; he’s important to the team, but fans usually don’t expect too much when he
takes the plate.
Home Runs
Batting eighth in the summer
sports lineup is the Stanley Cup Finals. Get out the brooms because
I think the Chicago Blackhawks
might sweep everybody on their
way to the cup.
Rounding out the order is the NBA
Finals and, believe it or not, it might
not be a cakewalk for the Miami
Heat. The Rose-less Bulls stole a win
in Miami on Monday before Miami
got serious and blasted Chicago by
37 points on Wednesday. I might bite
my words later if the Heat steamroll
everybody on their way to another
title since they had six players score
in double figures.
With a list of “don’t bother” and
“must watch” events this summer,
hopefully whatever you decide to
watch brings as much spice to your
sports fandom as I’ve brought you
this school year.

FOLLOW COLUMNIST
JEFF YODER @jyode8
For his latest sports tweets, from the absurd
to the need-to-know.

TROJAN NATION

BASEBALL TEAM SLIDES INTO
NAIA NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
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Crossing the finish line
Nick Van Heest

A

Sports Writer

s head coach Ted Bowers reflected on his
time with the track
and field program
at Taylor, he repeated one word over and over again:
enjoyable.
“I love the kids, and I love coaching,” Bowers said. “My time here has
always been enjoyable.”
After leading the track and field
team for 11 years and the men’s cross
country team for nine, Bowers will retire at the end of the season, leaving
behind a legacy of excellence.
During Bowers’ tenure as head
coach, the men’s track and field
team claimed the conference title
in 2003, 2004 and 2005, while the
women’s squad won in 2013. Bowers
has coached 53 NAIA All-Americans
and five NAIA National Champions
while at Taylor as his athletes set 24
school records.
“Coach Bowers has an optimistic
outlook that exudes positivity and encourages confidence in his athletes,”
said senior Kelsey Van Housen. “We
know that we can compete to our best
ability because he believes in us.”
Aside from his teams’ awards, Bowers has compiled many of his own accolades, winning Crossroads League

Coach of the Year three times and
Indiana Intercollegiate Coach of the
Year and NAIA Regional Coach of the
Year two times each.
The NAIA National Outdoor Championships, scheduled for May 23-25 in
Marion will give Bowers one last hurrah before he leaves.
“Ted Bowers has certainly been a
devoted Christian coach for Taylor's
cross country and track programs,”
said Athletic Director Dr. Angie Fincannon. “He has a love for Taylor, for
the student-athletes and for his sport.”
Bowers (’73), a former member
of the track and field team, learned
much more than simply how to succeed on the track under head coach
George Glass.
“I wasn’t a Christian when I came
here, I was just a churched kid,” Bowers said. “Coach Glass was concerned
with how we were progressing as people, not only as athletes. Being able to
talk about life with him on a weekly
basis made a big impression on me.”
After 13 years as part-time coach,
Bowers finally became a full-time employee at Taylor during the summer of
2000, when he took over as the Sports
Information Director, a position he held
for nine years. After Chris Coy resigned
as track and field head coach, Bowers
took his place in the summer of 2002.
As head coach, Bowers strove to impact his athletes in the same manner
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Head coach Ted Bowers closes out his career as the Taylor track coach.

Coach has helped
me mature not
only as an athlete,
but he has helped
me to grow
even more as a
Christian athlete.
—Henrietta Carey

that Glass impacted him.
“Coach has helped me mature not
only as an athlete, but he has helped
me to grow even more as a Christian
athlete,” said senior and Taylor women’s
athlete of the year Henrietta Carey. “He
has propelled me forward in my faith
and created an atmosphere for me to
strengthen my relationship with God.”
Van Housen agreed.

“Coach Bowers has showed me how
to appreciate the individuality of each
person and their unique role on the
team,” she said.
When looking back on some of his
best days as coach, Bowers recalled
two of his athletes, Darren Youngstrom and Joe Cebulski, going 1-2 in
the pentathlon during indoor nationals. Championships and conference
titles also came to mind, but a consistent favorite memory for Bowers was
the team’s annual spring break trip.
“Spring break is when our team develops good relationships and when
my relationship with the team becomes deeper,” Bowers said. “We’re
in a setting where we’re developing
a relationship, where I feel like track
is doing something besides just producing athletes.”

Next up for Bowers and his wife
Dana is a move to northeastern Alabama near their son. Bowers acknowledges that not being with a
track and field program will be a little strange, but he is excited for what
the future holds.
“It’s clear that this is the best time
for us to go,” Bowers said. “I don’t
know exactly what’s on the other side,
but God opened the door for us.”
The next track and field head coach
has not yet been decided, but whoever succeeds Bowers will inherit a program on the upswing.
“The track program has improved tremendously every year since my freshman year,” Carey said. “We are becoming
a bigger threat to our competitors every
year. I hope that we can carry on Coach’s
legacy and continue to excel.”
Top Left: The baseball team celebrates
after defeating Mount Vernon Nazarene
in the conference championship.
Top Right: The baseball team dumps
water on coach Kyle Gould to celebrate
their conference championship.
Bottom: Junior Jordan Coffey looks
on as he propelled his team to victory
in the conference championship.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Momentum carries baseball team
to NAIA National Tournament
Austin Kight
Sports Writer

Four straight wins in the conference
tournament helped the Trojans make
history this past weekend, claiming
their first Crossroads League Championship since 2009.
The Trojans displayed their offensive power at the plate, outscoring opponents 30-21 over the four games of
the tournament.
Head coach Kyle Gould was pleased
with his team’s performance this season and is confident in its ability heading into the National Tournament.
“Winning the Conference Tournament was a remarkable accomplishment,” Gould said. “We didn’t have to
win the tournament to move on, but
the team wanted it so bad. It speaks a
lot to the character and the depth of
the team. We had many guys coming
through in the clutch and doing big
things for the team.”
The championship game was
marked by a strong comeback in the
seventh by Mount Vernon Nazarene,
but a ninth-inning rally propelled the
Trojans to a 11-10 victory.
Up 10-3 heading into the seventh,
the Trojans thought the win was a
lock, but the Cougars proved otherwise, tallying a seven-run seventh inning, tying the game at 10-10.
The Trojans’ offense did not let
emotions stand in their way, quickly
putting the go-ahead run in scoring
position before a clutch RBI single off
the bat of freshman Brian Moore provided the game-winning hit.
Junior Jordan Coffey closed the door
in the bottom of the inning, getting
outstanding defense from junior Austin York in keeping the Cougars scoreless in their final at bats of the game.
Caps and gloves took flight as the
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Trojans rushed the mound in celebration of their first Crossroads League
Championship as a team in four years.
Senior Derek Kinzer contributed a
large part of the team’s success in the
tournament, spearheading the team’s
run production during the tournament. Kinzer put up impressive numbers at the plate, tallying a .667 on-base
percentage, scoring five runs and driving in six run over the four games.
“It’s just a game and we have to
keep that mentality,” Kinzer said. “We
have to keep playing our game like we
have been doing all season. If we can
do that I think we can go pretty far in
the National Tournament.”
In each of the four games, the Trojans never had sole possession of the
lead, forcing the club to mount lategame rallies.
“We never gave up,” Kinzer said. “As
a team, we knew we could win every
game and it showed when we had to
fight back late in the game even when
frustrations were high.”
Behind the dish for the Trojans all
tournament was senior Luke Hofsommer, who has been a strong leader this
year.
“It is an incredible feeling to be

crowned conference champs,” Hofsommer said. “This team’s abilities continue
to amaze me. With this team, nothing
is impossible. We have a bunch of guys
who just don’t quit.”
Heading into the NAIA National
Tournament Opening Round hosted
at Hunter Wright Stadium in Kingsport, Tenn., the Trojans find themselves in a bracket with four teams
ranked in the NAIA Top-25 Poll.

The Trojans are the fourth seed in
their bracket and took on fifth seeded
Benedictine-Springfield in their first
game Thursday. The first pitch was
set for 11 a.m.
The Bulldogs jumped out to an
early lead in the first, but the Trojans
mounted five runs in the fifth, one in
the sixth and four in the eight to cap
the scoring at 10-2.
Senior Ryan Baker (6-4) took the
mound and gave the Trojans a solid
performance. The southpaw allowed
only two runs off of 7 hits in his nine
innings of work.
In the Trojans’ night game, they
gave up 19 hits to Tennessee Wesleyan

as they suffered a 12-4 loss but remain
alive in the National Tournament. The
Trojans next loss will mean the end of
their 2013 campaign.
They will face the winner of Benedictine and Point Park University at 6
p.m. this evening.

#4 Taylor 10-2
Game 1

#5 BenU Springfield
#4 Taylor
Game 3

#1 TN Wesleyan

#1 TN Wesleyan
Game 3 Winner

Game 5

Game 5 Winner

#2 Point Park
Game 2

#3 Missouri Baptist

Game 8

#3 Missouri Baptist
Game 2 Winner
Game 8 Winner or CHAMPION

#5 BenU Springfield
Game 1 Loser

#2 Point Park
Game 2 Loser

Game 4

Game 7

Game 5 Loser
Game 4 Winner

#4 Taylor

Game 6

Game 7 Winner

Game 8 Loser

Game 6 Winner

Game 3 Loser

ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
CASEY COONS

Year

Senior

Hometown

Indianapolis, IN

Position

Guard

Favorite basketball memory

All the times hanging out with the team off
the court

Favorite scripture

Isaiah 40:30-31

Favorite movie

“The Dark Knight”

Most unique attribute

Can fold my ears in
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